What is the Centering License?

The annual Centering license establishes the legal framework for using Centering branding and intellectual property. It unlocks access to patient and provider materials, informative webinars, group facilitation workshops, implementation support services, methodology and quality assurance tools.

 ✓ Centering brand usage and national recognition as an authorized Centering practice

 ✓ Access to CenteringCounts℠ online group management & quality assurance tools

 ✓ Peer support through national and regional Centering communities of practice and CenteringConnects℠

 ✓ Downloadable support resources including the Start Up Workbook and Notebook, logos, graphics and photos for creating promotional materials

 ✓ Ongoing support through weekly Circle Ups℠, virtual webinars where Centering information, questions and conversation and are facilitated by CHI staff, consultants and champions

 ✓ Online store for purchasing curriculum and support materials

Centering® Healthcare Institute
Take the First Step!

Visit our website or give us a call to get started.

www.centeringhealthcare.org  |  857-284-7570

Your first step will be a readiness assessment. We’ll use this information to design an implementation package specifically for you.